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Abstract. Folksonomy and tagging systems, which allow users to interactively
annotate a pool of shared resources using descriptive tags, have enjoyed phenomenal
success in recent years. The concepts are organized as a map in human mind,
however, the tags in folksonomy, which reflect users’ collaborative cognition on
information, are isolated with current approach. What we do in this paper is
to estimate the semantic relatedness among tags in folksonomy: whether tags are
related from semantic view, rather than isolated? We introduce different algorithms
to form networks of folksonomy, connecting tags by users collaborative tagging, or
by resource context. Then we perform multiple measures of semantic relatedness
on folksonomy networks to investigate semantic information within them. The
result shows that the connections between tags have relatively strong semantic
relatedness, and the relatedness decreases dramatically as the distance between
tags increases. What we find in this paper could provide useful visions in designing
future folksonomy-based systems, constructing semantic web in current state of the
Internet, and developing natural language processing applications.
Keywords: Folksonomy, semantic relatedness, tag, tagging system, del.icio.us,
measurement
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1 INTRODUCTION
A tag is a non-hierarchical keyword or term assigned to a piece of information.
Tagging systems, such as those used in social bookmarking sites like Del.icio.us1,
photograph sharing services like Flickr2, and electronic marketplace like eBay3, are
exploding in popularity on the Internet. Tagging systems are often placed in oppo-
sition to taxonomic models, for tags are emerged from community of users, rather
than being defined by a single person or an organization. The collaborative tag-
ging, along with the user-generated taxonomy, is usually called ‘folksonomy’, origi-
nated from combining the words ‘folk’ and ‘taxonomy’. Folksonomy is one of the
most noticeable features in the current Web 2.0, and many research efforts have
been paid on studying the structure of these tagging systems and users’ behavior in
them.
Many research efforts have been paid on studying tags. Recently, the main con-
cern is tagging system’s application on social networking, such as work in [16, 22,
35, 43, 72]. However, the application of tagging system currently outpaces our un-
derstanding of its inherent features. There is a lack of some foundational research on
tagging and folksonomy, such as tags’ semantic information discussed in this paper.
Currently in collaborative tagging, tags are isolated without semantic relatedness. It
is not coincident with the fact that concepts are connected as a map in human mind.
As a result, we try to identify tags’ connections and their semantic information in
this paper, because it is important to identify a stable and meaningful folksonomy
before fully adopting it to different applications.
Tag provides a simple and direct mechanism to create annotations. However,
Mathes [40] believed the simplicity and ease of use of tagging would lead to problems
with current folksonomy systems: Tags have little semantics and thus cause local
variations. It is difficult to say the resulting set of tags could always correctly
and consistently represent the tag authors’ mental model. Besides, without the
meanings and correlations between a set of tags, it is difficult to aggregate tagging
data from different applications or services. All these limitations are due to the lack
of a uniform structure and semantic representation in tagging systems.
As in the case of ontology, most of the methodologies for building ontologies
rely on specialized people or organizations, rather than the daily users. However, it
is usually acknowledged that ontologies are shared understandings that have to be
constructed within social processes. In current state, social semantics could provide
a valuable source of empirically-derived knowledge to enrich and validate controlled
semantics [28]. For example, there are some efforts trying to create annotation from
collaborative tagging [20]. However, one key challenge is that the user-generated
tags show lack of semantic relations between them, which is needed in ontologies as
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power of subject metadata description, we need to investigate semantic information
in tag sources. Solving this problem is a critical first step to successfully deploying
social semantic.
As a result, in this paper we try to study the semantic information, specifically
semantic relatedness, within tagging system. We use different approaches to connect
tags. Although tags are non-hierarchical, they could be related by co-occurrence or
resource context, and thus form folksonomy networks. Upon these networks, we
measure the semantic relatedness between tags with multiple methods. After the
experiment, we find relatively high relatedness within folksonomy networks.
We hope what we have done will make a step forward to gain better insights
into folksonomy and tagging. Specifically, we think our work can contribute in the
following three aspects:
1. For better ontologies: Tag ontology can robustly represent entities and relation-
ships. The network of folksonomy contains the semantic information of under-
lying resource space. The similarity distance between tags can also be viewed as
distance of represented resources. This kind of machine-processable data could
be applied in many applications, such as automatic classifying documents.
2. For learning users: The tag network can be used to get insights into the tagging
behavior of users. It reflects tag authors’ usage of words in describing resources,
showing a map of concepts in human’s mind.
3. For better tag-based system: We believe that users should not have to choose
between pure tag-based models and pure taxonomic models with closed voca-
bularies. Many systems such as question answering, multi-document summa-
rization, and information retrieval need robust numerical measures of lexical
relatedness. The best practice will leverage statistical natural language process-
ing techniques together with domain knowledge, and form a tagging system that
preserves the flexibility of the tagging interface for annotation while also bene-
fiting from the power and utility of a faceted ontology in the search and browse
interface.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We provide additional background
and related work in Section 2. The formation of folksonomy network with both
methods of co-occurrence and resource context will be stated in Section 3, and
different measures of semantic relatedness in Section 4. The experiment and its
result will be shown in Section 5, and discussion on the result in Section 6. Finally,
we conclude with plans for future work in Section 7.
2 RELATED WORK
Within online social networking sites, tagging systems allow users to interactively
annotate a pool of shared resources using descriptive tags. Many works have been
done on tags’ usage and properties. Li [38] thought tagging was not only a method
for organizing contents to facilitate the users who created it, but also a navigation
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mechanism for users to discover interesting resources. In [21], the authors stated
advantages of tagging systems as low barrier to entry, dynamic information, and
decentralization. Besides, particular aspects of tagging system have been elaborated
in more detail, such as ranking of contents [23] and discovering trends in the tagging
behavior of users [12, 24].
For semantic web, research community has also realized the importance of tag-
ging systems, especially in current state of the Internet [46]. Tagging and resulting
folksonomy provide a kind of social semantic, made by a large number of normal
Web users with implicit social interactions on the open Web without a pre-defined
formal ontology [70]. Golder [17] thought collaborative tagging offers an alterna-
tive to current efforts at semantic web ontologies. Gruber [19] emphasized the need
for folksonomy and ontologies to work together. Qin [28] stated that social se-
mantics and controlled semantics can benefit from each other in a profound way
in metadata description. Specia and Motta [63] proposed to integrate folksonomy
and ontologies to enrich tag semantics; and in [9], the author believed that the
successful application of the tagging paradigm could be seen as a lowercase se-
mantic web. One can then build upon this lowercase semantic web as a basis for
the introduction of more semantics, thus advancing further towards the Web 2.0
ideas.
Towards utilizing semantic information in folksonomy, there have been a number
of efforts to add more structure and semantics to conventional tagging systems.
Cattuto et al. [7] observed small world effects by analyzing a network structure of
folksonomy from Bibsonomy4 and del.icio.us. Golder [18] analyzed the structure
of collaborative tagging systems, as well as their dynamic aspects, and tried to
discover regularities in users’ activity, tag frequencies, kinds of tags used, and bursts
of popularity in tagging.
In this paper, we construct networks of folksonomy and apply semantic relat-
edness measures upon them. The construction of folksonomy network needs to
identify tag relations, which can be done by applying statistical methods with tag co-
occurrences and resource similarity (tag context). There are some studies [4, 42, 61]
demonstrating the associative and hierarchical relationships of similarity between
tags inferred from tag concurrence analysis, while some other works [14, 33] utilized
the context of tags (text in documents, information from Wikipedia, etc.) to iden-
tify their relationships. We will use both approaches to form folksonomy networks
in this paper.
We will conduct measurement of semantic relatedness on folksonomy networks.
Semantic relatedness refers to human judgments of the degree to which a given
pair of concepts is related. Measures of semantic similarity between concepts are
widely used in natural language processing, such as word sense disambiguation [48,
64], information retrieval [13], interpretation of noun compounds [30], and textual
inference [53]. Lots of practices have been done on this area over the years. For
example, Rada et al. [52] traversed MeSH, a term hierarchy for indexing articles in
4 http://www.bibsonomy.org
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Medline, and devised a “semantic distance” measure based on semantic networks.
Taking a similar approach, Caviedes and Cimino [8] developed the CDist measure
for finding path lengths in the UMLS hierarchy.
Many techniques have been proposed to automatically calculate the semantic
relatedness of concepts. Most methods could fall in following three categories:
1. Path finding measures combine the words with a lexical resource, which have
been shown to have a high correlation with those of human subjects, to find
the shortest path between two words. Early in the 1960’s, Quillian [51] had
used the content of a machine readable dictionary to make inferences about
word meanings and proposed that the contents of a dictionary be represented
in a semantic network. Following his idea, many works [31, 32, 71] used the
semantic network from lexical resources (English dictionary, Roget’s Thesaurus,
etc.) to define word similarity. Currently, most methods of this kind utilize
WordNet for measurement. Budanitsky and Hirst [5] provided a survey of these
WordNet-based measures of lexical similarity.
2. Information content measures calculate concept relatedness with derived
statistical information from text corpora. The limitation of purely path based
measures is that the degree of semantic similarity implied by a single link is
not consistent. Resnik [54] attempted to address this problem by augmenting
concepts with a corpus-based statistics known as information content, which is
essentially a measure of the specificity of a concept. The information content
of a concept is estimated by counting the frequency of that concept in a large
corpus of text. With similar idea, Sahami and Heilman [57] proposed to use
the Web as a source of additional knowledge for measuring similarity. More
recently, measures incorporating information from Wikipedia are widely used.
Strube and Ponzetto [65] were the first to compute measures of semantic rela-
tedness using Wikipedia. Their approach, known as WikiRelate!, took familiar
techniques that had previously been applied to WordNet and modified them to
take advantage of the data found within Wikipedia; and Milne [45] proposed
the “Wikipedia Link Vector Model”, which used only the hyperlink structure of
Wikipedia rather than its full textual content in measuring relatedness between
concepts.
3. Context vector measure compares context vectors derived from statics of lar-
ge corpora with vectors. It was firstly developed by Wilks et al. [69]. Their
method expanded the dictionary glosses with related words. Then a lot of other
methods were proposed. Niwa and Nitta [47] compared context vectors with co-
occurrence statistics derived from the path lengths in a network that represented
their co-occurrence in dictionary definitions. Patwardhan and Pedersen [50]
used the co-occurrence information along with the WordNet definitions to build
gloss vectors corresponding to each concept in WordNet. Numeric scores of
relatedness are assigned to a pair of concepts by measuring the cosine of the
angle between their respective gloss vectors. Gabrilovich and Markovitch [15]
proposed Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA), a machine learning method that
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represents the meaning of texts fromWikipedia as a weighted vector, to compute
semantic relatedness.
Other than above kinds of method, there are some other ways of relatedness
measurement. For example, research done by Spasic and Ananiadou [62] defined
a similarity metric based on a variation of edit distance [68] applied at a word level.
In their approach, the semantic similarity of two terms was the cost associated with
converting one term to another, using insert, delete and replace operations on words
(instead of letters). Hughes and Ramage [26] presented the application of random
walk Markov chain theory to measuring lexical semantic relatedness.
3 FOLKSONOMY NETWORK
Tags in folksonomy could be related. What we did in this paper is to identify
their relationships and check whether they have semantic information. Here in this
part, we will try to form the network of folksonomy, connecting tags with different
methods.
The idea of forming folksonomy network is natural. In human mind, concepts
are connected to form a map; and within collaborative tagging, tags are not iso-
lated but connected by users’ tagging behavior (actually, tagging systems such as
del.icio.us have already used some mechanism to bundle tags and form a hierarchical
structure). Although the connection among tags is implicit, we could infer it from
the explicit connection between tags and resources. Here we use both methods of
tag co-occurrence and resource context to infer these connections. Before we present
our method of forming folksonomy network, let us first introduce the concept of it.
3.1 Concept of Folksonomy Network
We could consider folksonomy’s underlying data structure as a hyper-graph. Al-
though folksonomy is non-hierarchical, tags are related. Words trigger reasoning
at a much deeper level that manipulates concepts – the basic units of meaning
that serve humans to organize and share their knowledge; and humans usually agree
with the relative relatedness of concepts [6, 41, 44, 56]. So it is necessary to organize
concepts in a network, rather than isolated words.
In our opinion, tag acts as a bridge in three occasions:
• Tag connects users and resources. It is users’ subjective description on objective
resources. Tag provides a mechanism for users to find resources and for resources
to associate with users.
• Tag connects resources. Different resources can share a common tag and are
thus clustered. For example, in social bookmarking system like Del.icio.us,
bookmarks are clustered by tags, and users can find other bookmarks that may
interest them from the current bookmark’s tags.
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• Tag connects users. Users are linked by collaboration tagging and are able to
share resources. By this way, they can find users having similar interest via
shared tags.
We combine these three connections and extract the relationships between tags














































Fig. 1. Combine the tags’ connections with resources and users to form a tags’ network
3.2 Methods of Forming Folksonomy Network
Before beginning, let us clarify some of the generic terminology we use. We adopt
Gruber’s formalization of tagging as a three-place relation [19]:
Tagging(resource, tag, tagger)
Resources are digital information objects such as web pages, photos or video
clips. A tag is a user-defined string associated to resources in the act of tagging.
A tagger is the user who gives the tag to the target resource. Tagging is defined as
the process of attaching tags to resources by taggers.
Upon this definition, we adopt the formal notation for folksonomy introduced
in [23]:
A folksonomy is a tuple
F := (U, T, R, Y )
where:
• U , T , and R are finite sets of taggers, tags and resources
• Y is a ternary relation between them, i.e. Y ⊆ U×T ×R called tag assignments.
Next, let us introduce our methods of tag’s relationship extraction. The method
of relationship extraction could be tags’ co-occurrence and resource context.
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3.2.1 Tag Co-Occurrence
Since the process of tagging is inclusive [17], a large overlap often exists among
resources marked with different tags. We could introduce a network of tag co-
occurrence, with an assumption: If two tags frequently co-occurred, there ought to
be some type of relation between them or else they would not be frequently tagged
together by users. The idea is similar to “association rules” described in [1, 2], that
if many transactions contain both two items, these two have an association. Here,
if there are many resources with both tag A and tag B, we will connect the two in
network graph.
Different tags are concurrently used to describe a resource for many reasons,
some are even very arbitrary. However, although each tagging behavior seems some-
how irregular, a high frequency of co-occurrences is not coincidental; rather, it ex-
poses the semantic aspects underlining collaborative tagging, such as homonymy,
synonymy, hierarchical relations among tags and so on. With this idea, these con-
nected tags form a network upon which we can measure their semantic similarity.
The concrete methods of forming network are variable. Here we used 3 ap-
proaches. The reason we use multiple methods to form the network is to eliminate
the impact of network formation while measuring semantic relatedness between tags.
1. Link weight
The first approach is straightforward and simple. Two tags t1 and t2 are linked if
they have been associated with the same resource. To avoid noise, a link weight
can be introduced by defining the weight of the link between t1 and t2 as the
number of posts where they appear together. We calculated the linked weight
for any two tags, which resulted in an n × n matrix, where n is the count of
all tags. Tag pairs with low linked weight (less than threshold ω , which is set
to 10 as an empirical value) were removed from the matrix and the remaining
high linked weight pairs were retained.
So the folksonomy network will be formed by connecting tags t1 and t2, if:
Y ′ = {U ′ × {t1t2 ∪ T
′} ×R′}
and:
|Y ′| > ω
where U ′ ⊆ U, T ′ ⊆ T,R′ ⊆ R.
With this method, we connect tags by co-occurrence and thus form a network
of folksonomy.
2. Subsumption
Sanderson and Croft [58] described a simple statistical model for subsumption
in which X subsumes Y if:
P (x|y >= 0.8)&&P (y|x < 1).
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Here we will adopt this method to identify the relationships between tags. Spe-
cifically, tags t1 and t2 are connected if there exists Y
′ that:
Y ′ = {U ′ × {t1t2 ∪ T
′} ×R′}
and for t1 and t2:
P (t1|t2 >= 0.8)&&P (t2|t1 < 1)
or:
P (t2|t1 >= 0.8)&&P (t1|t2 < 1).
With this method, we connect tags with co-occurrence by statistical model for
subsumption.
3. MI scores
We use an index of mutual information (MI) to find pairs of tags that frequently
co-occurred. The mutual information between any two tags is calculated based
on the normalized co-occurrence between two tags. The well-established formula
of computing MI score by Shannon [60] is shown below:




We calculate the MI scores for any two tags, which resulted in an n× n matrix,
where n is the count of all tags. Tag pairs with low MI scores are removed from
the matrix and the remaining high MI score pairs are retained.
3.2.2 Resource Context
Other than by co-occurrence, we may also connect tags according to their context of
resources. The resources could be tagged documents or other sources like Wikipedia
texts. Then the network of folksonomy is automatically generated as an undirected
graph G = (V, E) where each vertex v in V is a tag and D(v) is a set of documents
tagged as v or other resources describing v and each edge eij in E is the similarity
between D(vi) and D(vj). Here we adopt two approaches to form such networks.
1. Context from Wikipedia
Wikipedia provides a very large domain-independent encyclopedic repository.
Its texts contain information of specific tags. Here we use the method utilized
in [33], a statistical model for deriving subsumption relationships between tags
by computing the frequency of each tag on Wikipedia texts. The model adopted
the basic idea from [58] and made a slight modification to the original model.
It is defined as follows, for two tags, x and y, x subsumes y if:
TF (y|Wiki(x)) < TF (x|Wiki(y))
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and:
µ < TF (x|Wiki(y))
where Wiki(a) is the Wikipedia text that tag a is mapped to, TF (b|Wiki(a))
is the term frequency of tag b on the Wiki(a), and µ is the threshold value that
is determined empirically. In other words, tag x subsumes tag y if 1) x is more
frequent on the Wikipedia text of y than y is on the Wikipedia text of x, and 2)
x occurs on the Wikipedia text of y to some degree. Empirically, the quality
was best when µ was 0.01.
In this way, we can connect tags t1 and t2 if t1 subsumes t2 or t2 subsumes t1,
and thus form a folksonomy network.
2. Context from document
We could also compute the tag context from document. Here we adopted residual
document frequency (RDF) presented in [14]. We use RDF to measure the
difference between document frequency of tag t1 within the documents tagged t2
(dft1 , t2) and document frequency predicted by assuming a Poisson distribution:




where dft1 is document frequency tagged t2, ft1 is the total frequency of term t1,
and n is the total number of documents. In this way, we can form network of
folksonomy, generating edges between tags with higher rdf than threshold.
Till now, we have setup networks of folksonomy with different methods. In the
next part, we will present our measures of semantic relatedness, which will be
applied on these folksonomy networks.
4 SEMANTIC RELATEDNESS MEASUREMENT
We give a set of methods to measure semantic relatedness between tags. We view
the semantic relatedness between tags as the semantic relatedness between words,
which has been studied for a long history. Specifically, we pick the semantic simi-
larity as our target properties and measure the semantic distance between words.
Semantic similarity has some differences from semantic relatedness because semantic
relatedness includes concepts as antonymy and meronymy. However, in essence,
semantic similarity and semantic relatedness all mean “How much does term A
have to do with term B?”.
There have been many proposals estimating semantic distance. The result dis-
tance is usually a number, between 0 and 1, where 1 signifies extremely high simi-
larity/relatedness, and 0 signifies little-to-none. These methods could be intrinsic or
extrinsic. Intrinsic metrics employ no external evidence, i.e. no knowledge sources
except for the conceptual network itself [32, 37, 59]. Extrinsic metrics require ad-
ditional knowledge, e.g. information content values of concepts computed from
corpora [29, 39, 54]. The type of knowledge source employed also varies: metrics
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can either employ a machine readable dictionary, i.e. textual definitions of words
therein as an underlying knowledge base [37, 49], or operate on the structure of
a conceptual network [29, 59]. Different way of measures will influence the result.
So here we adopt multiple methods.
4.1 Measure Based on Roget’s Thesaurus
Our first method belongs to path finding measures, using Roget’s thesaurus as lexical
resource. Roget’s thesaurus [55], containing around 250,000 words, is based on
a well-constructed concept classification. Concepts are organized in a hierarchy,
where more general concepts are near the root of the hierarchy, and more specific
ones near at the leaves.
It is convenient to measure similarity in Roget’s thesaurus according to the path
lengths between concepts. The measure is the straightforward edge counting method
of Rada et al. [52], which defines semantic distance as the number of nodes in the
taxonomy along the shortest path between two conceptual nodes. So the distance of
two terms in Roget’s thesaurus equals to the number of edges in the shortest path:
the words from the same semicolon group have the shortest distance of 0; and the
longest distance is 16, as shown in Table 1.
Distance Relationship Example
0 same semicolon group journey’s end – terminus
2 same paragraph devotion – abnormal affection
4 same part of speech popular misconception – glaring error
6 same head individual – lonely
8 same head group finance – apply for a loan
10 same sub-section life expectancy – herbalize
12 same section love – inspired
14 same class book – blind eye
16 in the Thesaurus nag – lightning
Table 1. Word distance in Roget’s thesaurus




where Dis(t1, t2) is the distance of two tags in Roget’s thesaurus.
We use the system of Open Roget5, which is based on Roget’s thesaurus, to
evaluate the distance between words. The performance of Roget Thesaurus based
approach is better than WordNet-based similarity measures according to [27].
5 http://rogets.site.uottawa.ca/
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4.2 Measure Based on WordNet
WordNet is a lexical database of concepts and relations, where each unique meaning
of a word is represented by a synset. Synsets are connected to each other through
explicit semantic relations that are defined in WordNet (synonymy, antonymy, is-a,
part-of, etc.). This creates a network where related concepts can be identified by
their relative distance from each other. Due to its increasing scope and free avail-
ability, WordNet has become a popular resource for identifying taxonomic and net-
worked relationships among concepts.
For nouns, the most common and useful relation is the “is-a” relation. These
comprise over 70% of the total relations for nouns. Leacock and Chodorow [32]
proposed a measure based on the shortest paths between noun concepts in an is-a
hierarchy in WordNet. According to this method, the similarity of tags t1 and t2 is
computed as:
simlch(t1, t2) = − log
length(t1, t2)
2D
where length(t1, t2) is the number of nodes along the shortest path between the two
nodes in WordNet. D is the maximum depth of the taxonomy, which is a constant
of 16 for all noun concepts.
4.3 Measure Based on Wikipedia
Wikipedia provides a semantic network for computing semantic relatedness with
more coverage than WordNet. It contains entries on a vast number of named entities
and very specialized concepts. Articles can be assigned to one or more categories,
which are further categorized to provide a category tree.
Here we use the method of WikiRelate!, developed by Strube and Ponzetto [65]
for computing semantic relatedness. This method has been proven to correlate well
with human judgments. Given a pair of words, WikiRelate! searches for Wikipedia
articles, that respectively contain the pair of words in their titles. Semantic related-
ness is then computed using distance measures of the articles.
Specifically, the method measures relatedness between two words with a func-
tion of text (i.e. gloss) overlap. Given two texts t1 and t2 taken as definitions




for n phrasal m-word overlaps.
The relatedness score is given by applying a double normalization step to the
overlap score. We first normalize by the sum of text lengths and then take the
output as the value of the hyperbolic tangent function in order to minimize the role
of outliers skewing the score distribution:
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4.4 MSRs
We also conduct the measurement with a semantic relatedness toolset called MSRs6.
MSRs provide a set of computational means for calculating the association strength
between terms. MSRs have been used in many applications such as augmented
search engine technology, semantic relevancy maps, and essay-grading algorithms
for ETS, etc.
There are many different API provided by MSRs, we used the following ones:
PMI-G, PMI-Gwikipedia, NSS-G, and NSS-Gwikipedia, where:
• PMI (Pointwise mutual information [65]) quantifies the discrepancy between the
probability of their coincidence given their joint distribution versus the proba-
bility of their coincidence given only their individual distributions and assuming
independence.
• NSS (Normalized Search Similarity) is proposed by Cilibrasi [10] and adapted
from Normalized Google Distance.
• Measures that end with “-G” use the Google search engine, and “-Gwikipedia”
searches only *.wikipedia.org.
We will apply all these measures on networks of folksonomy to estimate semantic
relatedness among tags. The last thing to mention is that the performances of these
measures are different, according to [15], as shown in Table 2:




Table 2. Performance of semantic relatedness measures
5 EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
In this part, we check the semantic relationships between connected tags, by applying
different measures on folksonomy network. We first introduce our data source and
method to collect data. Then we conduct the experiment and show its results.
5.1 Dataset
We pick del.icio.us as our data source and setup the dataset. Del.icio.us provides
user with a viable and effective mechanism to organize Web resources via bookmark;
and it is said to be the true implementation of collaborative tagging. Tags are used
to describe the bookmarks posted by users.
6 http://cwl-projects.cogsci.rpi.edu/msr/
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Del.icio.us is an ideal choice for us because it has accumulated plenty data of
tags and resources. We collect publicly accessible data from del.icio.us to setup the
dataset. Our crawling algorithm uses breadth-first search. From Oct 13 to 28, 2008,
we used crawler to download bookmarks pages in a recursive way, and obtained
the result dataset of folksonomy with |U | = 21 620 users, |T | = 312 573 tags and
|R| = 1 873 035 resources, related by in total |Y | = 9 476 904 tag assignments. Tags
appearing less than 5 times in the tag set were deleted in order to reduce computation
cost.
The breadth-first method is efficient but has the risk to leave those isolated nodes
out [34]. So we verified the result to make sure what we have obtained covers most
part of tags’ graph. We randomly chose a set of users, collected all their tags (340
users, 3548 tags), and found that we had already crawled 97.8% of tags, showing
our method covering the vast majority of the tags population.
5.2 Result
With the dataset, we formed 5 folksonomy networks described in Section 3, and then
measured the semantic relatedness of directly connected tag pairs, with methods de-
scribed in Section 4. Table 3 presents the result. All results are normalized between 0
and 1 for comparison, where 1 signifies extremely high similarity/relatedness, and 0
signifies little-to-none. “Avg” represents the average value of semantic relatedness of
connected tags, “s.d.” represents the standard deviation of semantic relatedness of
connected tags, and “Random” represents the average value of semantic relatedness
of random pairs of tags.
Roget’s thesaurus WordNet WikiRelate!
Avg s.d. Random Avg s.d. Random Avg s.d. Random
Folksonomy network by co-occurrence
Link Weight 0.37 0.11 0.18 0.26 0.09 0.12 0.3 0.08 0.2
Subsumption 0.43 0.09 0.13 0.32 0.06 0.17 0.36 0.09 0.13
MI Score 0.41 0.13 0.14 0.35 0.09 0.13 0.31 0.16 0.15
Folksonomy network by context
Wikipedia Context 0.48 0.08 0.21 0.52 0.11 0.18 0.67 0.09 0.23
Document Context 0.51 0.11 0.18 0.47 0.08 0.13 0.49 0.11 0.16
Table 3. Semantic relatedness in folksonomy network
We also conducted the measurement with MSRs. The result is shown in Table 4.
PMI-G PMI-Gwikipedia NSS-G NSS-Gwikipedia
Avg Random Avg Random Avg Random Avg Random
Folksonomy network by co-occurrence
Link Weight 0.563 0.320 0.511 0.093 0.636 0.383 0.490 0.273
Subsumption 0.604 0.389 0.529 0.089 0.673 0.468 0.461 0.302
MI Score 0.625 0.275 0.561 0.106 0.738 0.453 0.472 0.263
Folksonomy network by context
Wikipedia Context 0.694 0.384 0.796 0.182 0.820 0.395 0.687 0.319
Document Context 0.722 0.258 0.641 0.147 0.754 0.387 0.614 0.329
Table 4. Semantic relatedness with MSRs
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We could find the semantic similarity of connected tags is much stronger than
random picked tag pairs, regardless of what folksonomy we use and what measures
we adopt. As a result, we can get the conclusion that connection of tags contains
semantic information. Another finding from the experiment result is that the tag
relatedness in folksonomy networks formed by resource context is higher than that
formed by co-occurrence. That is reasonable, for the connection formed with re-
source context contains more information about resources and thus better reflects
tags meaning. However, the difference is not so notable, which shows that users’
collaborative tagging can well reflect tag’s usage in describing the resource.
We also measure the relatedness between tags that are not directly connected,
to investigate the change of semantic relatedness. The result is shown in Table 5.
D represents the shortest distance between two tags. For example, D = 2 means the
shortest distance of two tags is 2, and they need to be connected by another tag as
intermediate.
Roget’s thesaurus WordNet WikiRelate!
D = 1 D = 2 D = 3 D = 1 D = 2 D = 3 D = 1 D = 2 D = 3
Folksonomy network by co-occurrence
Link Weight 0.37 0.19 0.12 0.26 0.12 0.06 0.30 0.19 0.17
Subsumption 0.43 0.21 0.09 0.32 0.13 0.09 0.36 0.13 0.11
MI Score 0.41 0.17 0.11 0.35 0.18 0.13 0.31 0.16 0.14
Folksonomy network by context
Wikipedia Context 0.48 0.24 0.06 0.52 0.13 0.04 0.67 0.21 0.07
Document Context 0.51 0.18 0.13 0.47 0.11 0.07 0.49 0.18 0.09
Table 5. Average semantic relatedness between tags with different distance
We could find that semantic relatedness decreases dramatically as the distance
between tags increases. The phenomenon is coincidental with small world property
of folksonomy [7]. Because the diameter of folksonomy is small, an increase of
distance will include a lot of unrelated tags into vision. From the other side, it could
be one of the reasons of small world property of folksonomy. Plenty of connections
exist among tags and semantic related tags are clustered; so short average path
length and high clustering coefficient could be produced.
6 DISCUSSION
From the experiment result, we could see that there exists semantic relatedness
among tags; they are even linked by co-occurrence without using semantic implica-
tion. The result confirms our idea of users’ usage of folksonomy as a semantic map
of concept.
The choice of folksonomy networks influences the semantic relatedness among
tags within it. The resource context approaches with additional information provide
more accurate semantic information than co-occurrence approaches. However, the
difference is not so obvious. In application, the resource context approaches need
more computing efforts because they need to retrieve and process related resources,
such as article in Wikipedia or annotated documents. As a result, the methods
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of co-occurrence might be more suitable for tagging systems with huge dynamic
contents.
Besides, in co-occurrence methods, MI score and statistical model for subsump-
tion have more accurate semantic information than linked weight, while the per-
formance of linked weight is most efficient. In resource context methods, the RDF
method needs more computing than the Wikipedia way, but provides similar accu-
rateness of semantic information.
The correlation with manual judgment of different measures has been shown in
Table 2. Unlike this, these measures have their own properties. Roget’s thesaurus
is simple and the algorithm is efficient. However, the thesaurus has been created
in 1805, so much of the vocabulary of tags could not be found in it. The WordNet
method contains much more vocabulary but it also cannot cover all folksonomy.
The strength of Wikipedia lies in its size, which could be used to overcome current
knowledge bases’ limited coverage and scalability issues. Besides, the content is
Wikipedia is dynamic with users’ edit work, so it is very suitable to accompany the
evolution of folksonomy. However, the algorithm of Wikipedia measure needs more
computing cost than the others.
The research described in this paper is motivated by the larger goal of improving
the way in which we locate information. Our finding, along with the folksonomy
network, has a wide range of applications in knowledge organization and information
retrieval.
For tagging systems, the semantic information discovered here could be used
as a bridge between the query terms and the topics/terminology of the documents
available; and the semantic relatedness could be used as an indicator to predict
related tags in tag suggestion and other occasions. Besides, the semantic information
within tag connection can be utilized in search engines, recommendation systems,
etc.
For semantic web, the relatedness of folksonomy could provide valuable informa-
tion for automatic generation of ontologies. The links of tags can give some insight
about the semantic relatedness between words in human’s cognition of resources,
which is useful for both researchers and system designers. For example, the Open
Directory project uses human effect to maintain the list of Web resources and their
categories. With the map of tag graph, we can automatically achieve the same
function with bookmarks with associated tags. Besides, it is slow for new words
(such as a new product name, like “iphone”) to be included in dictionary. However,
they can be immediately used by users in tagging. In this way, we overcome the
well known knowledge acquisition bottleneck by deriving a knowledge resource from
a very large, collaboratively created data.
For NLP, computers need access to vast amounts of common-sense and domain-
specific world knowledge [36]; this is essential for high-level linguistic tasks which
require language understanding capabilities such as question answering [25] and
recognizing textual entailment [3, 66]. However, there are not many knowledge
bases available which provide a large amount of information on named entities and
contain continuously updated knowledge for processing current information. The
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folksonomy network could shed some light on this problem, providing large amount
of semantic knowledge with dynamic evolution.
Certain limitation of this work must be mentioned. Our measures mainly focus
on semantic similarity. We need to point out that actually semantic relatedness
and semantic similarity are two separate notions. Semantic relatedness is a more
general notion of the relatedness of concepts, while similarity is a special case of
relatedness that is tied to the likeness (in the shape or form) of the concepts. Two
concepts can be related without being similar. For example, two concepts may be
related because they are antonyms. The measures of semantic similarity described
here are based on is-a relations that link concepts (directly or indirectly), trying to
return a numeric score that quantifies how much two concepts are alike. Measures
of semantic relatedness are more general, and can include information about other
relations, or may be based on co-occurrence statistics from corpora. However, there
have been relatively few attempts to develop measures that rely on relations beyond
is-a.
7 AN EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION
In this part, we will give an example of application, utilizing the folksonomy network
and semantic relatedness in it. We will develop a keyword extraction method by
modeling a text document as a graph of terms.
At present, keyword extraction is mainly done by statistical learning method,
which needs training and does not perform well with noise. We find for a document
text that the keywords are always related to the main topics and tend to interconnect
with each other in semantic relationship, while the irrelevant terms for main topics
tend to be isolated. In this way, we can first get all the terms in a text, and use them
to construct a term network. The weight of connection between terms is computed
with the folksonomy network as stated before. Then a core community detecting
method would be used upon term network to find the keyword. Below are the main
steps:
1. Text extraction. We first extract text document from a web page, and then
query each term with WordNet and get all the nouns. It is reasonable to do so,
because most keywords of text are nouns.
2. Term network construction. On the set of terms, we calculate each pair’s
semantic relatedness in folksonomy network we got before. Here we choose the
folksonomy network formed by co-occurrence for its good performance, and use
relatedness measurement based on Wikipedia for its good accurateness and wide
coverage. Thus, we construct a network of terms, in which the weight of links
is semantic relatedness.
3. Core community detecting. In this step, we try to find the densely connected
terms. Many algorithms could be used to detect the core community in a net-
work. Here we adopt the method proposed by Clauset et al. [11]. It is highly
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effective at discovering core community structure of complex network. Then we
could choose the terms in core community as document keyword.
As experiment, we adapted the method on a set of blogs from blogspot7, and
found it works very well and is resistant to noise. Below is a comparison of manual
keywords and auto-generated keywords by our method of an example blog post. We
found the accurateness of keywords extraction is relatively high.
Blog title “Developing flash-alike gallery with jQuery”
Manual keywords jQuery, gallery, javascript, programming, RIA, flash, css
Generated Keywords jQuery, gallery, javascript, web, flash, photo, css
Table 6. Word distance in Roget’s thesaurus
This application is just an example of the folksonomy network with semantic
relatedness; there could be many other usages.
8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our goal in this paper is to evaluate semantic relatedness of tags in folksonomy.
Due to its core position in online social networks, tags can reflect properties of
both resource space and user space; and the semantic relatedness among tags can
reveal the relationship between resources, and can reflect users’ tagging behavior.
To achieve this, we proposed different ways (co-occurrence and resource context) of
forming networks of folksonomy, with the data gathered from social bookmarking
site del.icio.us. Upon this network, multiple relatedness measures utilizing Roget’s
thesaurus, WordNet, Wikipedia and MSRs are applied to pairs of tags with different
distances. The results all show that the semantic relatedness is relatively strong
within tag connections, which means the networks of folksonomy containing semantic
information. We believe this information can give some inspiration in designing
future tagging-based systems, constructing semantic web in current state of the
Internet, and developing natural language processing applications. For example, the
folksonomy network could be used in extracting keywords from text with network
analysis methods.
Much work still remains. We expect to enhance our work presented here in
a number of respects. First of all, our measurement only considered the semantic
similarity, which was a special case of semantic relatedness: for example, cars and
gasoline would seem to be more closely related than cars and bicycles, but the latter
pair is certainly more similar. Although the similarity is the most used relatedness
between tags, some computational linguistics applications often require measures of
relatedness rather than the more narrowly defined measures of similarity [5]. So
we believe that developing measures that includes relations beyond similarity is
an important content of future work. Second, in our work, although we identify
7 http://www.blogspot.com
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that semantic relatedness are high in folksonomy network and connection among
tags contains semantic information, further investigation into the meaning of this
relatedness and their properties should be done. Thirdly, there are ongoing efforts by
us to find better algorithm for forming folksonomy network, with high performance
and high semantic accuracy.
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